
 
ARRIVAL INSTRUCTIONS,  

26th ITZYKSON CONFERENCE,  June 7-10, 2022 

  

  

 

Dear Colleagues,  

  

How to get to the conference venue 

 

 

The Institute for Theoretical Physics (IPhT) located in the “Orme des Merisiers” site of CEA 

Saclay. Please read carefully.  

 

 

From the Airports:  

  

Take the RER B train southbound (direction "Saint-Rémy-lès-Chevreuse" or "Orsay") and get off 

at “Le Guichet”. If you fly into Charles de Gaulle airport (CDG), located north of Paris, you can 

take the RER B directly from airport terminal 2. Travel time to IPhT is about 1.5-2 hours, as you 

have to go through Paris. If you fly into Paris Orly airport (ORY), located south of Paris between 

the city and Saclay, from the terminals you can take a quick shuttle train ("Orlyval") to the RER B. 

See the schematic map below.  

  

  

  

 

 

 

 

If you fly into Paris Orly, there is also a direct public 

bus connection between each Orly terminal and the 

CEA site “Orme des Merisiers”, where IPhT is located. 

The bus is the line number 91.10 with morning 

departures from Orly West at 7:30 am, 8:00 am, 8:30 

am, 9:00 am,9:35 am, 10:05 am,11:00 am, 12:00 am 

and three minutes later from Orly South. Get off  at the 

stop “Orme des Merisiers”. Travel time is about 1hr. For 

more info see http://www.albatrans.net or ask the 

organizers.  

 

 

 

 
 

 



 

From Le Guichet: (If you took the RER B or if you stay at nearby hotel)  

 

We have arranged a special bus leaving every morning from the RER B Le Guichet to the conference 

venue, and every evening after the last talk, in the opposite direction (conferenceLe Guichet).   
Departure in the morning is at 9:30 am).  Exact departure location (see map below).   

To avoid confusion with other buses possibly floating around in Orsay, below a picture of the 

bus you will have to take.  It is a red bus "Savac" and it will have a sign next to the driver 

mentioning "26th Itzykson Conference" as well as the venue "CEA Orme des Merisiers".  
 

 

 

  

 

 

In order to get from the RER B Le Guichet train station to the bus, follow the crowd exiting the train at "Le 

guichet", pass below the railways, and walk along a brasserie. Cross the road, then walk along a 

kindergarden and through a pedestrian walk you will get to the bus station, on the opposite side of Rue 

Louise Weiss. See map on the left.  

 

Instructions for using public transport, if you miss the special bus. 

 

Once in Le Guichet, you can also reach the conference venue by taking a public bus, line number 9.  

Public bus 9 runs at 8:00, 8:06, 8:10, 8:15, 8:20, 8:26, 8:30, 8:35.. Get off at the stop “Orme des 

Merisiers”. 

Once you get to Orme des merisiers, there is a gate for pedestrian access right in front of the 

bus stop, but if you don't know the way, you should rather use the main entrance, which you 

don't see from the bus stop: It is located 150m ahead. Once you enter the site, go straight at the 

fork, not right (this is the entrance to the Soleil synchrotron). IPhT is building 774 at the end of 

the road on the right side (approx. 10 minute walk from the bus stop). 

 

 

Leaving the conference:  

To go back to Le Guichet you can take our special bus, leaving daily after the last talk to Le 

Guichet. Alternatively you can reach Le Guichet by public bus #9 (from the stop “Orme des 

Merisiers” next to the entrance of CEA) then you can get to Paris or to airport by RER B. 
  

Contact Information:  

In case of an emergency do not hesitate to get in touch with Iosif Bena: +33 6 45 86 37 22 (if 

arriving by RER B at Le Guichet)  
   


